UNIVERSITY OF DELHI

M.A. PART II (III SEMESTER) EXAMINATION, 2018.

---------------------------------------------

PERSIAN

The result of the undermentioned candidate of Master of Arts (M.A.) in Persian Part II (III Semester) Examination held in November/December, 2018, is shown hereunder:-

------------------------------------------------------------------
Roll No.    Name of Candidate     I Semester (Out of 400)    III Semester (Out of 400)
------------------------------------------------------------------
22251  ABDUL ABIR  225    265
22252  GULINDA (W)  192    205  D/O MOHD NAEEM
22253  MOHD NAZIM  210    263
22254  MOHD TASLEEM  273  S/O MOHD ASHFAQE
22255  NAJMEEN (W)  209  D/O MOHD YASEEM
22256  SAFIUR RAHMAN  237

------------------------------------------------------------------

(rajiv SAINI)
ASSISTANT REGISTRAR (RESULTS)

(DR. SATISH KUMAR)
O.S.D.- EXAMINATIONS

Delhi, the 31st December, 2018.

- : DISCLAIMER :-

The result displayed is subject to correction, if any discrepancy is noticed.